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Cortical representation of space around the blind spot. J Neurophysiol 94: 3314 –3324, 20053314. First published July 20, 2005;
doi:10.1152/jn.01330.2004. The neural mechanism that mediates
perceptual filling-in of the blind spot is still under discussion. One
hypothesis proposes that the cortical representation of the blind spot is
activated only under conditions that elicit perceptual filling-in and
requires congruent stimulation on both sides of the blind spot. Alternatively, the passive remapping hypothesis proposes that inputs from
regions surrounding the blind spot infiltrate the representation of the
blind spot in cortex. This theory predicts that independent stimuli
presented to the left and right of the blind spot should lead to
neighboring/overlapping activations in visual cortex when the blindspot eye is stimulated but separated activations when the fellow eye is
stimulated. Using functional MRI, we directly tested the remapping
hypothesis by presenting flickering checkerboard wedges to the left or
right of the spatial location of the blind spot, either to the blind-spot
eye or to the fellow eye. Irrespective of which eye was stimulated, we
found separate activations corresponding to the left and right wedges.
We identified the centroid of the activations on a cortical flat map and
measured the distance between activations. Distance measures of the
cortical gap across the blind spot were accurate and reliable (mean
distance: 6 – 8 mm across subjects, SD ⬃1 mm within subjects).
Contrary to the predictions of the remapping hypothesis, cortical
distances between activations to the two wedges were equally large
for the blind-spot eye and fellow eye in areas V1 and V2/V3.
Remapping therefore appears unlikely to account for perceptual filling-in at an early cortical level.

The blind spot refers to the region where the optic nerve
exits the eye. This special region does not contain any photoreceptors to detect visual information from the world around
us. Despite the absence of visual information from this region
of the eye, we rarely notice a “hole” in the visual field during
monocular vision. Rather vision almost always seems complete. This phenomenon of perceptual filling-in seems to occur
automatically at a preattentive level of visual processing (Ramachandran 1992b). However, perceptual filling-in of the blind
spot occurs only under certain circumstances. Psychophysical
studies have revealed that the presence of spatiotemporally
coherent elements on both sides of the blind spot— elements
that likely reflect a single unified object—is the main prerequisite for perceptual filling-in (Walls 1954). Once this criterion
is fulfilled, the blind spot can be perceptually filled-in with
uniform background colors, geometric patterns, and discrete
stimuli that cross the blind spot (Ramachandran 1992a).

There have been several proposals regarding what type of
mechanism mediates perceptual filling-in of the blind spot
(Dennett 1991; Pessoa et al. 1998; Ramachandran 1992a;
Tripathy et al. 1996; Walls 1954). One hypothesis, which we
refer to as the active completion hypothesis, proposes that
perceptual filling-in results from the propagation of visual
information from neurons that represent the region surrounding
the blind spot to neurons that represent the blind-spot region
itself. According to this hypothesis, neuronal filling-in only
occurs for stimuli that also lead to perceptual filling-in, namely
during congruent stimulation on opposing sides of the blind
spot (Fiorani et al. 1992). When only a single side of the
blind-spot surround is stimulated, perceptual filling-in fails to
occur, presumably because neural activity remains restricted to
the stimulated region and fails to propagate into the cortical
representation of the blind spot.
An alternative account is the passive remapping hypothesis,
which proposes that visual inputs from the retinal region
surrounding the blind spot are displaced such that they infiltrate
cortical regions that would have normally represented the blind
spot. According to the remapping hypothesis, stimuli presented
to one side of the blind spot that do not induce perceptual
filling-in should still lead to cortical activations that extend into
the cortical representation of the blind spot (Chino et al. 2001).
As a result, the hole corresponding to the retinal blind spot is
effectively sewn-up in cortex, such that inputs from opposite
sides of the blind spot project to adjacent regions in cortex. A
final theory is that perceptual filling-in does not involve any
type of neuronal filling-in; the brain simply ignores the absence
of information from the blind-spot region (Andrews and Campbell 1991; Dennett 1991; Durgin et al. 1995). However, neurophysiological studies suggest that the strong version of this
theory is unlikely to be true.
Single-unit recordings in the primary visual cortex (V1) of
monkeys demonstrate partial neuronal filling-in of the blind
spot. About a quarter of the neurons recorded in the V1
representation of the blind spot can be reliably excited by
stimuli presented to the blind-spot eye, although most of these
neurons still respond more strongly to stimulation of the fellow
(nonblind-spot) eye (Fiorani et al. 1992; Komatsu et al. 2000;
Matsumoto and Komatsu 2005). The response of these neurons
to stimuli presented near the border of the blind spot may
reflect active neural completion, passive remapping of inputs
toward the representation of the blind spot in cortex, or nonspecific spreading (i.e., blurring) of projections from retina to
cortex. Most of the neurons that remain responsive to the
blind-spot eye have unusually large bilateral receptive fields
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that exceed the size of the blind spot itself (Komatsu et al.
2000), indicating that these neurons receive diffuse input.
Interestingly, a subset of these neurons show evidence of
enhanced activity when opposite sides of the blind spot are
stimulated at the same time, suggesting some degree of active
neural completion (Fiorani et al. 1992; Matsumoto and Komatsu 2005).
However, there is other evidence to suggest that passive
remapping might also contribute to neuronal filling-in. When a
long bar stimulus was used to map the receptive fields of V1
neurons, receptive-field centers for the blind-spot eye showed
somewhat greater displacement toward the center of the blind
spot as compared with the fellow eye (Fiorani et al. 1992; but
see also Komatsu et al. 2000). These findings could potentially
reflect the effects of passive remapping. Most studies of cortical reorganization have focused on the effects of retinal
lesions in the normal visual field. Small bilateral retinal lesions
can dramatically alter the receptive fields of V1 neurons
corresponding to the lesioned area; these neurons can acquire
new receptive fields adjacent to the lesioned visual-field location (Gilbert and Wiesel 1992; Kaas et al. 1990). Functional
imaging studies have reported similar cortical remapping effects after bilateral loss of retinal input in humans (Baker et al.
2005; Baseler et al. 2002). Recent studies indicate that monocular retinal lesions may also lead to the selective displacement of the receptive fields for the lesioned eye (Calford et al.
1999, 2000; Schmid et al. 1996), especially if the lesions occur
early in development and are followed by a long period of
recovery (Chino et al. 2001). However, other studies have
failed to observe topographic remapping effects in V1 after
monocular retinal lesions (Murakami et al. 1997) or even after
bilateral retinal lesions in adult monkeys (Smirnakis et al.
2005). In summary, there is mixed evidence regarding whether
monocular retinal lesions consistently lead to passive remapping, and it remains unclear if remapping occurs in the case of
monocular loss of input at the blind spot.
Here we used functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to map the cortical representation of space around the
blind spot to test for passive remapping in early visual areas.
Activation maps obtained with fMRI have been shown to
closely agree with the maps obtained from independent measures of multi-unit activity and local field potentials (Smirnakis
et al. 2005). By using fMRI, it is possible to investigate the
underlying mechanisms of neuronal filling-in of the blind spot
in multiple visual areas. Previous fMRI studies have shown
that there is a weakly responsive region in V1, corresponding
to the cortical representation of the blind spot, that is no longer
evident in area V2 (Tong and Engel 2001; Tootell et al. 1998).
These findings suggest that there may be stronger neuronal
filling-in in extrastriate areas, but few if any studies have
systematically investigated filling-in of the blind spot in areas
beyond V1.
According to the passive remapping hypothesis, the cortical
representation of visual locations surrounding the blind spot
should differ in topography for the blind-spot eye and the
fellow eye, with remapping evident only for the blind-spot eye.
To test this hypothesis, we presented a single wedge stimulus
to the left or to the right of the spatial location of the blind spot
(see Fig. 1A). Because the left and right wedges were presented
independently, neither wedge shown alone led to perceptual
filling-in. Nevertheless, the passive remapping theory predicts
J Neurophysiol • VOL
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that cortical activations elicited by each wedge should spread
into the blind-spot representation if it is seen with the blindspot eye but not if it is seen with the fellow eye. As a result,
cortical activations elicited by the two wedges should appear
closer together during stimulation of the blind-spot eye (i.e.,
smaller cortical separation) than during stimulation of the
fellow eye (Fig. 1A). We identified the cortical regions that are
activated by stimuli presented to opposite sides of the spatial
location of the right eye’s blind spot and measured the cortical
distance between these activations separately for the blind-spot
eye and fellow eye. We found very similar cortical distance
measures for the two eyes in primary visual cortex (V1) and also
extrastriate areas V2/V3. Therefore the cortical representation
of space around the blind spot appears to be the same for the
two eyes, indicating that passive remapping is unlikely to
account for neuronal filling-in of the blind spot in early visual
areas.

FIG. 1. Experimental design and theoretical predictions of this study,
shown in a schematic illustration. A: passive remapping hypothesis predicts
that independent stimuli presented to the left and right of the blind spot’s
spatial location should lead to neighboring activations in visual cortex when
the blind-spot eye is stimulated but more separated activations when the fellow
eye is stimulated. We tested this hypothesis by presenting wedges of flickering
checkerboards independently to each eye, either to the left or to the right of the
blind spot’s spatial location. The wedges abutted the spatial location of the
blind spot, and wedge sizes were adjusted to account for cortical magnification.
B: during a single experimental run, wedges were alternately shown to the left
(L) and to the right (R) of the blind-spot location for 12-s stimulus periods,
interleaved between fixation rest periods (F).
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METHODS

TABLE

Observers
Four males, 27–33 yr of age, participated in the study. Participants
included two authors and two additional lab members who were naı̈ve
to the purpose of the study. All participants had normal visual acuity
and were well experienced in fMRI experiments. All experiments
were performed with the approval of Princeton University’s Institutional Review Panel for Human Subjects.

MRI procedure
MRI scanning was performed with a head-only 3-Tesla Siemens
Allegra scanner housed in the Department of Psychology at Princeton
University using a standard birdcage head-coil. To minimize head
motion, we used a custom bite-bar system to stabilize the participant’s
head. The head stabilization reduced head motion to ⬍1 mm throughout a session. A high-resolution anatomical scan was collected using
a T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE sequence with 1-mm isotropic voxels.
Functional blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signals were measured using gradient-echo echoplanar T2*-weighted imaging with the
following parameters: TR: 2,000 ms, TE: 40 ms, flip angle: 90°, FOV:
192 ⫻ 192 mm, matrix: 64 ⫻ 64, in-plane resolution: 3 ⫻ 3 mm, slice
thickness: 3 mm, 25 slices acquired perpendicular to the calcarine
sulcus with no gap between slices.

Experimental design and stimuli
Visual stimuli were generated by a Macintosh computer, programmed in Matlab (The MathWorks Company) using the Psychophysics Toolbox software package (Brainard 1997). A luminancecalibrated Epson LCD projector was used to present stimuli on a
rear-projection screen located beyond the subject’s head at the edge of
the scanner bore. The screen had a diameter of 30° when viewed
through a mirror placed in front of the subject’s eyes. Subjects wore
red-green anaglyph glasses, which allowed us to present luminancecalibrated stimuli to each eye independently (mean luminance through
each filter, 7.4 cd/m2). In all experiments, the subject’s right eye
served as the blind-spot eye.
The study consisted of the following tasks: behavioral localization
of the blind spot’s spatial position, fMRI localization of the blind
spot’s cortical representation (2 runs), and fMRI experiments to test
for passive remapping of visual space around the blind spot (3–5 runs
for each eye). The entire fMRI session lasted 2–2.5 h. Experimental
runs were about 4 min long and required subjects to maintain steady
fixation on a fixation point throughout the run. Retinotopic visual
areas of each subject were identified in a separate MRI session using
well-established methods (see Retinotopic mapping of visual areas).
All MRI data collected in the blind-spot study were spatially aligned
to each individual’s retinotopically defined visual areas.
At the
beginning of the MRI experiment, subjects first had to locate the
position and extent of their right eye’s blind spot. Subjects were
instructed to keep fixation on a bull’s-eye (1° outer diameter) that was
located 6° to the left of the screen’s center. A flickering disk was
presented to the subject’s right eye in a randomly selected position to
the right of fixation. Using keys on a button box, subjects adjusted the
size and position of the disk until it just vanished inside the blind spot.
The size and position of the disk was recorded, and a new trial started
with the appearance of the disk of another size and at an unpredictable
position. Subjects performed a total of three blind-spot localization
trials. Table 1 shows that subjects were able to map the spatial
position and size of their blind spot reliably with SD ranging from
0.01 to 0.31°. These reported positions and sizes are consistent with
previous reports that the blind spot is somewhat variable across
individuals, but is a vertically elongated ovoid region that roughly

LOCALIZATION OF THE BLIND SPOT’S SPATIAL POSITION.
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1. Position and size of the blind spot for individual subjects

Subject

Horizontal Position (°)

Vertical Position (°)

Radius (°)

S1
S2
S3
S4

14.89 ⫾ 0.01
16.76 ⫾ 0.07
15.77 ⫾ 0.07
15.77 ⫾ 0.09

0.04 ⫾ 0.18
⫺2.25 ⫾ 0.05
⫺0.95 ⫾ 0.31
⫺1.23 ⫾ 0.24

2.78 ⫾ 0.07
2.78 ⫾ 0.02
2.82 ⫾ 0.09
2.92 ⫾ 0.22

Mean ⫾ SD of the blind spot’s size and position across 3 localization trials
shown in degrees of visual angle for individual subjects. These values were
used to calculate the subsequent visual stimuli.

spans 4 ⫻ 6° and positioned at ⬃15° eccentricity and ⬃2° below the
horizontal meridian. The average size and position values of each
subject’s blind spot were used to calculate the position and size of all
subsequent visual stimuli.
The
cortical representation of the blind spot was identified using previously described methods (Tong and Engel 2001) by determining
which cortical region responded more strongly to stimulation of the
fellow eye as compared with stimulation of the blind-spot eye. A
flickering checkerboard disk (size: ⬃10°, contrast: 80%, temporal
frequency: 7.5 Hz) that was twice the diameter of the right eye’s blind
spot was alternately presented to the right blind-spot eye and to the
left fellow eye. An fMRI run consisted of alternating 12-s periods of
left- and right-eye stimulation, interleaved between 12-s periods of
fixation rest. Subjects performed two fMRI runs for a total of 10
stimulus blocks for each eye. fMRI analyses consisted of multiple
regression based on the general linear model, followed by linear
contrasts, to identify brain regions that responded significantly more
to stimulation of the left fellow eye than to stimulation of the right
blind-spot eye. This contrast revealed selective activation of a small
region in the fundus of primary visual cortex, anterior to the occipital
pole, consistent with the known anatomical and functional location of
the blind-spot representation in human V1 (Tong and Engel 2001;
Tootell et al. 1998).

LOCALIZATION OF THE BLIND SPOT’S CORTICAL REPRESENTATION.

TESTING FOR PASSIVE REMAPPING AT THE BLIND SPOT. To test for
passive remapping, we presented wedges of flickering checkerboards
independently to each eye, either to the left or to the right of the blind
spot’s spatial location (Fig. 1A), and determined the corresponding
regions of activation in early visual areas. The inner arcs of the wedge
stimuli directly abutted the spatial location of the subject’s blind spot,
which was drawn as a blank gray region. Although the stimuli were
presented to only one side of the blind spot at a time during the fMRI
experiments, we confirmed that simultaneous presentation of both
stimuli on opposite sides of the blind spot led to perceptual filling-in
for all subjects. The checkerboard wedges had a contrast of 80%,
flickered at a rate of 7.5 Hz, and were adjusted in size to compensate
for decreased cortical magnification in the periphery (Daniel and
Whitteridge 1961) as illustrated in Fig. 1. Actual wedge sizes were
calculated based on the cortical magnification factor reported in a
recent fMRI study (Duncan and Boynton 2003) and were adjusted so
that each wedge had the same estimated horizontal extent in cortex as
the blind spot itself. Therefore wedge sizes varied slightly from
subject to subject, with left wedges ranging from 3 to 3.4° and right
wedges ranging from 5.5 to 5.8° in the horizontal dimension.
In each fMRI run, stimuli were shown either to the right blind-spot
eye or to the left fellow eye. The stimulus paradigm consisted of
alternating 12-s periods of fixation rest and visual stimulation with the
flickering wedge shown to the left or to the right of the blind-spot
location on alternate stimulus periods (Fig. 1B). In each experimental
run, the flickering wedge was presented five times on each side of the
blind-spot location. Each subject performed three to five single experimental runs in which the stimuli were presented to the blind-spot
eye and an equal number of runs with stimuli presented to the fellow
eye.
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Data analysis
All fMRI data underwent three-dimensional (3D) motion correction
using AIR (Woods et al. 1998) and subsequent analyses using BrainVoyager (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). fMRI data
underwent linear trend removal and were aligned to the high-resolution, T1-weighted anatomical scan of the entire brain obtained in the
same scan session. Talairach spatial normalization was applied to each
subject’s brain to allow for reliable cortical segmentation and flattening (see Cortical segmentation and flattening procedures) and to
transform the data into a common coordinate system. This ensured
precise alignment of the MRI data for individual subjects across
blind-spot mapping and retinotopic mapping sessions. The general
linear model and multiple linear regression methods were used for all
fMRI statistical analyses. Predictors for each stimulus condition (left
and right wedges) were set by convolving the relevant stimulus
periods with a standard gamma function to account for the BOLD
hemodynamic response. Separate activation maps for the left and right
wedges were calculated for each fMRI run, which allowed us to
compare the cortical locus of these activations across runs when either
the blind-spot eye or the fellow eye was stimulated.
In each subject, we found separate cortical activations evoked by
the left wedge and the right wedge in early visual areas. These
activations were displayed on a cortical flat map of the subject’s brain,
separately for each run. To ensure that a consistent and reliable
criterion was used to localize cortical activations across different runs
and conditions, the size of each cortical activation was held constant
across runs by adjusting the statistical threshold to yield a region of
interest of ⬃50 mm3 (see Fig. 3). This region corresponded well with
the cortical volume that our wedge stimuli should have activated
based on estimates of cortical magnification. We applied this criterion
to all subjects, by matching the size of the cortical activations elicited
by the left wedge and the right wedge on single runs, separately for
area V1 and also V2/V3.
To measure the cortical distance between activations corresponding
to the left and right wedges on individual runs, we saved out the
thresholded activation maps and performed subsequent analyses using
Matlab (The MathWorks Company). We determined the centroids of
the activations for the left and right wedges on the flattened representation of each subject’s Talaraich-normalized brain and calculated the
distance between the two centroids in a given area, e.g., V1. By
separately analyzing individual fMRI runs for each eye, we were able
to assess the reliability of cortical distance measures for each eye and
to test for evidence of passive remapping (i.e., differences between the
blind-spot eye and fellow eye).

3317

correlation values with a predicted hemodynamic box-car function
(duty cycle: 8 s on, 24 s off), determining the temporal phase that
yielded the highest cross-correlation value for each voxel (threshold
R ⬃ 0.25), and plotting the optimal phase values for polar angle and
eccentricity tuning on a flattened representation of visual cortex.
Boundaries between visual areas were delineated using field-sign
mapping, which identifies reversals in the direction of polar-angle
phase encoding that run roughly orthogonal to the direction of eccentricity phase encoding (Sereno et al. 1995).

Cortical segmentation and flattening procedures
Cortical segmentation consisted of correcting for intensity inhomogeneities in the 3D anatomical image of each subject’s brain, applying
Talairach spatial normalization, and using BrainVoyager’s auto segmentation region-growing algorithm to first identify boundaries between white and gray matter. The automatic gray-white matter delineation was visually inspected in detail, and fine-tuned corrections
were performed manually. The resulting gray-white matter boundary
map was used to create a three-dimensional surface model of each
subject’s brain. We “inflated” these surface models to obtain a smooth
model of the brain where both sulci and gyri were visible on the
surface. Virtual cuts were applied along the calcarine sulcus, and each
subject’s surface model was then unfolded about the mid-brain,
yielding a 2D “flat map” for each subject. The flattened representation
involved minimal areal distortion of the 3D data (⬍14% on average).
Retinotopic maps of visual areas were created using these flat maps.
In the present study, we constructed an alternative flat map that
avoided cutting along the calcarine sulcus to ensure that the V1
representation of the blind spot remained intact. This involved applying virtual cuts along the lateral surface of the left hemisphere,
including a cut along the lateral portion of the occipital lobe (roughly
opposite to the calcarine sulcus), prior to cortical flattening. All
cortical activations in this study were analyzed on these flat maps.
It should be noted that the average cortical distance measure
obtained for each subject across all experimental conditions could
reflect subtle spatial scaling effects due to Talairach transformation or
slight variations due to cortical flattening. However, any such spatial
scaling effects will remain constant across experimental conditions,
and will not affect the interpretation of the results presented here,
which emphasize the reliability of distance measures found within
conditions and the reliability of any differences found across experimental conditions.
RESULTS

Retinotopic mapping of visual areas

Localization of the blind spot’s cortical representation

Retinotopic visual areas of each subject were identified in a separate MRI session using well-established methods (DeYoe et al. 1996;
Engel et al. 1997; Sereno et al. 1995). Subjects maintained fixation
while viewing “traveling wave” stimuli consisting of rotating wedges
and expanding rings, which were used to map cortical responses to
changes in polar angle and eccentricity, respectively. Subjects were
required to attend to the contrast-reversing checkerboard stimulus as
it traversed the visual field by reporting whenever the stimulus briefly
disappeared (for 53 ms) at random intervals. Stimulus parameters
were as follows: contrast: 100%, temporal frequency: 7.5 Hz, wedge
size: 45°, display radius: 15°. The size of the wedge, ring, and checks
were set to a fixed polar angle and therefore increased in size as a
function of eccentricity to compensate for cortical magnification
(Daniel and Whitteridge 1961). Each fMRI run consisted of 10 cycles
of mapping the visual field (32 s/cycle), and subjects performed a total
of eight fMRI runs of polar angle mapping and four runs of eccentricity mapping.
Polar angle and eccentricity maps were created by calculating the
average fMRI time series of each voxel, computing linear cross-

We were able to localize the cortical representation of the
blind spot in V1 by identifying the voxels that showed a greater
response to stimulation of the fellow eye than to stimulation of
the blind-spot eye. Figure 2 shows this activated region in a
sagittal (A), coronal (B), and transverse (C) view of the brain,
indicated as a white region highlighted by a surrounding red
circle. The V1 representation of the right eye’s blind spot is
located in the fundus of the calcarine sulcus in the left hemisphere. Figure 2 further shows an enlarged cutout of the flat
map of the subject’s brain (D). The colored regions correspond
to early visual areas V1–V4 defined by retinotopic mapping
(see METHODS). The representation of the blind spot (white
region) is located in the peripheral representation of V1 near
the horizontal meridian, which runs through the middle of V1
roughly parallel to the V1/V2 boundary. Interestingly, the
“hole” resulting from the blind spot was only seen in area V1,
and appeared filled-in at the level of V2.
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FIG. 2. Cortical representation of the blind spot in V1, plotted in
white and highlighted by a surrounding red circle, shown in sagittal
(A), coronal (B), and transverse (C) views for a representative
subject’s brain. This region responds more to stimulation of the
fellow eye than to stimulation of the blind-spot eye. The V1
representation of the right eye’s blind spot is located in the fundus
of the calcarine sulcus in the left hemisphere. D: V1 blind-spot
region plotted on a flattened cortical map of retinotopic visual areas,
V1–V4. The representation of the blind spot is located near the
horizontal meridian (- - -) in the periphery of V1.

Testing for passive remapping at the blind spot
To address the question of whether passive remapping occurs at the blind spot, we presented flickering checkerboard
wedges separately to the left and to the right of the spatial
location of the blind spot and asked whether the cortical
activations evoked by the wedges appear closer together when
the blind-spot eye is stimulated than when the fellow eye is
stimulated. Figure 3 shows the activation maps during stimulation of the blind-spot eye (left) and fellow eye (right) for all
four subjects. Each subject shows separate activations (orange
regions indicated by white arrows) corresponding to the left
and right wedges in visual areas V1 and V2/V3, irrespective of
whether we stimulated the blind-spot eye or the fellow eye. In
area V1, activations are located near the horizontal meridian
(dashed line) on opposite sides of the cortical representation of
the blind spot (white region). Activations closer to the fovea
correspond to presentations of the left wedge and the more
peripheral activations correspond to presentations of the right
wedge. The locations of, and the distances between, activations
in area V1 are almost identical for the blind-spot and fellow
eyes, suggesting that the representation of space in V1 is
conserved for both eyes. Very similar results were found in
area V2/V3, where activations appeared in the predicted location near the V2/V3 boundary corresponding to the horizontal
meridian. Because the activations in area V2 closely bordered,
and are not separable from, area V3, we will refer to these
activations as being in area V2/V3. Again, activation maps
appear to be qualitatively similar for the blind-spot eye and the
fellow eye.
Next we tested for passive remapping by quantifying the
cortical distance between the centroid of each activation corresponding to the left and right wedges when viewed by each
eye (see METHODS). According to the passive remapping hyJ Neurophysiol • VOL

pothesis, cortical activations should appear closer together
during stimulation of the blind-spot eye than during stimulation
of the fellow eye. Figure 4A shows the cortical separation
between activations in area V1 for all four subjects. The
endpoints of each line depict the two centroids of activation
with line length indicating the cortical distance between activations corresponding to the left and right wedges. Thin gray
lines show distance measures of single experimental runs and
thick lines show mean distances across all runs for the blindspot eye (solid) and fellow eye (dashed). For all subjects, we
found almost identical activation positions and cortical distance measures for the blind-spot eye and the fellow eye.
Figure 4B reveals that the magnitude of cortical distances were
highly reliable and precise across single experimental runs,
both for the blind-spot eye (black) and the fellow eye (white).
The rightmost bars show the mean cortical distance and SD
across single experimental runs for each subject. The mean
cortical distance, averaged across subjects, was 7.9 mm for the
blind-spot eye and 7 mm for the fellow eye (Fig. 4B). The SD
across single experimental runs revealed an average error of
⬍1 mm, indicating the high accuracy and reliability of our
distance measures. The spatially precise measures found here
are consistent with the high spatial precision of the fMRI
BOLD signal as has been reported previously (Duncan and
Boynton 2003; Engel et al. 1997). With these reliable cortical
distance measures, we tested for evidence of passive remapping across the blind spot. A t-test, performed for each subject
individually, revealed no statistically significant difference
between cortical distance magnitudes during stimulation of the
blind-spot eye and stimulation of the fellow eye for three of
four subjects (P ⫽ 0.22, 0.36, 0.50, respectively). One subject
(S4) showed larger distance measures for the blind-spot eye
than the fellow eye (t ⫽ 2.87, P ⬎ 0.05). Note however, that
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FIG. 3. Cortical activation maps evoked by stimulation of the blind-spot eye (left) and stimulation of the
fellow eye (right) shown on flat maps for all 4 subjects.
Dashed lines indicate the horizontal meridian, and white
regions near the horizontal meridian correspond to the
V1 representation of the blind spot. Arrows point to
activations evoked by the left and right wedges in early
visual areas V1 and V2/V3. Statistical thresholds of
these activations were adjusted separately to identify
regions of peak activity of ⬃50 mm3 in volume (see
METHODS). Activations for each eye occurred in very
similar locations of V1 and V2/V3, suggesting that the
cortical representation of space around the blind spot is
very similar for the 2 eyes.

this difference runs contrary to the passive remapping hypothesis, which predicts that stimuli presented to the blind-spot eye
should lead to neighboring or overlapping activations in cortex.
Figure 5 reveals very similar results in area V2/V3. All
subjects showed only small variations across single fMRI runs.
Mean cortical distances across subjects in area V2/V3 were 8.6
mm for the blind-spot eye and 6.9 mm for the fellow eye.
Again, SDs were very small across experimental runs for
individual subjects, with an overall average error value of 1.1
mm. Statistical analyses revealed no evidence of passive
remapping in V2/V3. Three of four subjects showed no statisJ Neurophysiol • VOL

tically significant difference between cortical distance measures for the two eyes (P ⫽ 0.64, 0.37, 0.50, respectively).
Subject 4 showed larger cortical distances for the blind-spot
eye in V2/V3 as well (t ⫽ 6.12, P ⬍ 0.001), again contrary to
the predictions of the passive remapping hypothesis.
Figure 6 shows a summary plot with the mean cortical
distances for all subjects in both areas V1 and V2/V3. Mean
cortical distance measures for each eye are superimposed to
facilitate direct comparison between the blind-spot and fellow
eyes. The similarity of the distance measures for the two eyes
was further confirmed by additional within-subjects group
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FIG. 4. Cortical distances between activations in area V1 for all subjects. A: endpoints of each line correspond to the centroids of activations for the blind-spot eye
(left) and fellow eye (right) with line length
indicating the cortical separation between
activations to the left wedge and right wedge.
Thin gray lines correspond to single experimental runs; thick lines show positions of
peak activity after averaging across all experimental runs. All lines are plotted relative
to the position of the centroid of mean activation evoked by the left wedge during stimulation of the blind-spot eye, with vertical
and horizontal positions calculated relative
to this anchor position for each flatmap image shown in Fig. 3. Activation positions and
cortical distance measures are very similar
for the blind-spot eye and fellow eye. B:
magnitude of cortical distances for single
experimental runs and mean cortical distances
across runs for the blind-spot eye (black bars)
and fellow eye (white bars). Error bars, which
represent SD across single experimental runs,
reveal an average error of 1 mm, indicating the
high accuracy and reliability of our distance
measures. Cortical distance measures for the
blind-spot eye and fellow eye did not reliably
differ in subjects 1–3. Subject 4 showed larger
distance measures for the blind-spot eye than
for the fellow eye, contrary to the predictions
of the passive remapping hypothesis.

analyses (t-test, P ⬎ 0.10), which revealed no statistical difference in cortical distance measures. If anything, there was a
weak but nonsignificant trend for cortical distances to be larger
for the blind-spot eye than for the fellow eye in area V1 and
also in V2/V3, contrary to the predictions of the passive
remapping hypothesis. We conducted additional t-tests to evaluate if a weak version of the passive remapping hypothesis
might still be plausible. If one assumes that cortical distances

for the blind-spot eye are ⱖ1 mm shorter than those for the
fellow eye, then the likelihood of obtaining the results found
here in V1 for each of the four subjects is P ⫽ 0.037, 0.029,
0.057, 0.00083, respectively. We can therefore reject the weak
version of this remapping hypothesis for three out of four
subjects, with the fourth subject (S3) showing a near-significant trend in the same direction. Similar results are obtained
under these assumptions for area V2/V3 (P ⫽ 0.14, 0.0083,

FIG. 5. Cortical distances between activations in area V2/V3 (same conventions as
in Fig. 4). A: line endpoints correspond to
centroids of activations to the left and right
wedges for the blind-spot eye (left) and the
fellow eye (right). Thin lines, single fMRI
runs; thick lines, average of all runs. B:
magnitude of cortical distances for single
experimental runs and mean cortical distances across runs for the blind-spot eye
(black bars) and fellow eye (white bars).
Cortical distances for the blind-spot eye and
fellow eye did not reliably differ for subjects
1–3. Subject 4 showed significantly larger
distances for the blind-spot eye, contrary to
the predictions of passive remapping.

J Neurophysiol • VOL
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FIG. 6. Direct comparison of mean cortical distances in areas V1 and V2/V3 for the blind-spot eye
(—/■) and fellow eye (- - -/䊐). A: endpoints showing
centroids of activations, averaged across all runs by
subject, stimulus condition and visual area. B: cortical
distance magnitudes. Group analyses revealed no reliable overall difference in cortical distance measures
for the 2 eyes.

0.043, 0.00004, respectively). Therefore it is highly unlikely
that even modest effects of passive remapping, on the order of
1 mm, might account for these data.
The preceding results strongly suggest that the cortical
distances between activation peaks for the blind-spot eye are
virtually identical to those for the fellow eye contrary to the
predictions of passive remapping. However, it might be argued
that passive remapping might still be taking place, not in terms
of a shift in the location of peak activity but perhaps in terms
of greater spread of activity into the blind-spot region. Even if
activity peaks remain in the same position, the overall distribution of activity might still be skewed toward the blind-spot
representation during stimulation of the blind-spot eye. We
conducted additional analyses to test for any such skewing
effects by plotting the level of activation of each voxel along
the cortex extending from the near side to the far side of the
blind-spot representation. We observed the same pattern of
results irrespective of whether t-values were used to estimate
the signal-to-noise ratio of the response of each voxel or
percent signal change was used to estimate the response amplitude of each voxel. Analysis results, based on t-values, are
plotted in Fig. 7.
Figure 7A shows examples of 2D activation maps for individual runs of each stimulation condition, the 1D line used to
measure activity across cortex from one side of the blind-spot
representation to the other, and the resulting 1D spatial profile
of activity. The left and right boundaries of the gray inset
region correspond to the positions of peak activity evoked by
the left and right wedges, respectively. Within the gray inset
region lies the cortical representation of the blind spot. To test
if activity levels within the blind-spot representation proper
might be elevated during stimulation of the blind-spot eye, we
calculated the difference in activity for blind-spot eye minus
fellow eye stimulation, based on the summed response of each
eye to both wedge conditions (Fig. 7B). According to the
J Neurophysiol • VOL

predictions of passive remapping, difference maps should reveal elevated activity in the blind-spot representation (which
lies within the gray inset region), relative to activity levels on
either side of the blind-spot representation (Fig. 7B, hypothetical data). Our analyses revealed no evidence of spatial enhancement of activity in the blind-spot representation of V1 or
V2/V3 for stimuli presented to the blind-spot eye, relative to
the fellow eye (Fig. 7C). Therefore analyses of both the spatial
peaks of activity and the spatial distribution of activity revealed
no evidence of passive remapping in these early visual areas.
DISCUSSION

In the present study, we investigated whether the blind spot
is filled-in as a result of a remapping mechanism by which
information from the blind spot’s surround is passively transferred into its cortical representation. Using fMRI, we measured the cortical distance between regions activated during
stimulation on opposite sides of the spatial location of the blind
spot to test if inputs from the blind-spot eye infiltrate the
cortical representation of the blind spot. According to the
passive remapping hypothesis, cortical distances should be
much smaller for the blind-spot eye than for the fellow eye.
Although the BOLD fMRI response is relatively blurred and
can extend a few millimeters beyond the original site of neural
activity (Engel et al. 1997), precise estimates of the spatial
position and amplitude of these responses can be obtained by
collecting many repeated measures (Duncan and Boynton
2003; Smirnakis et al. 2005). Our measures of cortical distance
were highly precise and reliable, with SDs averaging only 1
mm across different experimental runs for individual subjects.
With these spatially precise measures, we found virtually
identical cortical distances for the blind-spot and fellow eyes in
area V1 and also V2/V3. Moreover, stimulation of each eye led
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FIG. 7. Spatial distribution of activity in V1 and V2/V3 during stimulation of
the blind-spot eye (blue curves) and fellow eye (red curves). A, top: example of V1
activation maps for left and right wedges presented to either eye of subject 3 on a
single fMRI run (color coding: yellow-red, positive t-values; green-blue, negative
t-values). A, bottom: spatial distribution of activity across cortex for each stimulus
condition on a single run. Activity levels were obtained from voxels positioned
along a line connecting peak responses for all left- and right-wedge runs (black line
plotted on flatmaps). Within the 2 peaks of activity evoked by the left and right
wedges (gray inset region) lies the cortical representation of the blind spot.
t-values, which represent the signal-to-noise level of the response of each voxel,
are plotted for all analyses. B: sum of activity for left and right wedges plotted by
eye for 2 single runs of subject 3. Green curve shows the difference in summed
activity for blind-spot eye (blue) minus fellow eye (red) conditions. If passive
remapping occurs at the blind spot, then the resulting difference curve should be
more positive in the cortical representation of the blind spot (which lies within the
gray inset region) than outside of the blind-spot region (B, hypothetical data). C:
difference curves (blind-spot eye minus fellow eye) for all 4 subjects in areas V1
and V2/V3. Error bars depict SD of response differences across paired experimental runs. Contrary to the predictions of passive remapping, there was no
evidence of greater activity in the blind-spot representation, relative to surrounding
regions, in area V1 or V2/V3 of any subject.

to very similar spatial distributions of activity with no evidence
of greater spreading of activity into the blind-spot representation during stimulation of the blind-spot eye.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

Our results strongly suggest that the representation of space
surrounding the blind spot is conserved for the two eyes such
that stimuli presented to either eye, on either side of the blind
spot’s spatial location, lead to activations in corresponding
retinotopic locations in early visual areas. We found no evidence of passive remapping in areas V1–V3 as determined by
the sensitivity of our measures of BOLD activity and were able
to reject the likelihood of even very modest versions of the
passive remapping hypothesis. Our results contrast fMRI studies of bilateral retinal lesions, which have revealed pronounced
effects of cortical remapping in early human visual areas
(Baker et al. 2005; Baseler et al. 2002). The lack of passive
remapping found around the blind spot representation in the
present study suggests that passive remapping in early visual
areas is unlikely to account for all forms of perceptual filling-in.
Our fMRI results provide new evidence about the representation of space around the blind spot in human V1 that nicely
complements previous neurophysiological studies in monkeys.
Single-unit recordings from V1 neurons around the blind-spot
representation suggest generally good agreement in receptive
field maps for the two eyes (Komatsu et al. 2000; but see also
Fiorani et al. 1992). Our measures of population activity using
fMRI allowed for precise quantification of the degree of
agreement in topographic maps for the two eyes and indicate
the neuronal filling-in responses in V1 are unlikely to reflect
the effects of passive remapping. Instead, these responses are
likely to reflect some contribution from active completion
mechanisms (Fiorani et al. 1992; Matsumoto and Komatsu
2005) and perhaps also a general blurring of projections from
retina to cortex that appear to be equally prevalent for both eyes.
The present study also provides novel evidence about the
cortical representation of space around the blind spot in higher
areas, namely areas V2 and V3. Due to the diffuse point-spread
function of visual projections to area V4, it was not possible to
precisely measure the central peaks of activity in this area.
Nonetheless, the lack of any evidence of remapping in retinotopic areas V1–V3 suggests that passive remapping is unlikely
to have an important role in perceptual filling-in of the blind
spot. Areas beyond V4, such as area MT or object-selective
regions of human ventral temporal cortex, show even weaker
retinotopic organization and would represent poor candidates
for evaluating the effects of neuronal filling-in or passive
remapping. The potential role of extrastriate visual areas in
perceptual filling-in is further discussed in the following text.
At which stage of the visual processing does filling-in occur?
Assuming that perceptual filling-in involves some type of
active completion mechanism, the question arises as to whether
this mechanism operates at an early or late stage of visual
processing. Behavioral studies suggest that perceptual filling-in
occurs at an early stage of visual processing. For instance, it
has been shown that filling-in of the blind spot is driven by a
sensory rather than a cognitive process that occurs automatically at a preattentive level (Ramachandran 1992b; Ramachandran and Gregory 1991). The perception of filled-in motion at
the blind spot can lead to a motion aftereffect, indicating that
filling-in can lead to the adaptation of direction-selective neurons (Murakami 1995). Perceptual filling-in can also enhance
the dominance of a stimulus during binocular rivalry (He and
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Davis 2001). Given that binocular rivalry appears to be resolved in early visual cortices (Tong and Engel 2001), these
findings suggest that filling-in of the blind spot begins to occur
at an early stage of visual processing.
However, behavioral studies are not able to determine the
precise stage at which filling-in occurs, and it remains unclear
whether filling-in occurs at a single stage or across multiple
stages of visual processing. One possibility is that perceptual
filling-in arises from active completion in V1, and this filled-in
information propagates to all higher visual areas. However,
only a subpopulation of neurons in area V1 has shown evidence of active completion (Fiorani et al. 1992; Matsumoto
and Komatsu 2005), and one might expect a much larger
proportion of V1 neurons to show such effects if this region
were solely responsible for perceptual filling-in. An alternative
possibility is that filling-in occurs at multiple stages of visual
processing, leading to greater neuronal filling-in of the blind
spot in progressively higher visual areas.
In a recent study, Matsumoto and Komatsu (2005) suggested
that filling-in of the blind spot may involve feedback signals
from extrastriate areas to area V1. The authors based their
hypothesis on the finding that average response latencies in V1
were ⬃12 ms slower for stimuli presented to the blind-spot eye
as compared with the fellow eye. Longer latencies for the
blind-spot eye did not seem to reflect the effects of slow
conducting long-range horizontal connections because response latencies did not increase when more distal regions of
a neuron’s receptive field were stimulated. Instead, the authors
suggested that the longer latencies found for blind-spot eye
stimulation may reflect the time required for feedforward
signals to reach higher areas, such as V2, and then feedback to
the V1 representation of the blind spot. Other evidence suggests that filling-in responses may be stronger in higher visual
areas. For example, in the present study, we were able to
localize the V1 representation of the blind spot based on the
fact that this region responds weakly to stimulation of the
blind-spot eye and robustly to stimulation of the fellow eye.
Interestingly however, no such differential activation was observed in higher visual areas, suggesting that filling-in responses may be stronger in V2 and higher areas. Single-unit
studies of neuronal filling-in of artificial scotomas also implicate higher visual areas (De Weerd et al. 1995). An artificial
scotoma refers to a blank peripheral patch that can be perceptually filled-in by dynamic surrounding texture after several
seconds of steady fixation (Ramachandran and Gregory 1991).
De Weerd and colleagues (1995) found that when a neuron’s
classical receptive field lay well within an artificial scotoma,
stimulation of surrounding regions with dynamic flickering
texture could lead to gradual increases in neuronal activity over
time. Interestingly, these neuronal filling-in responses to the
artificial scotoma were most pronounced in area V3, somewhat
evident in V2, but not evident in area V1. Although these
findings strongly implicate higher visual areas in neuronal
filling-in, an important distinction is that perceptual filling-in
of artificial scotomas occurs gradually over several seconds,
whereas filling-in of the blind spot occurs instantaneously
(Ramachandran and Gregory 1991). Important questions for
future research include whether filling-in of the blind spot
involves the same mechanisms as filling-in of the normal visual
field and whether visual areas beyond V1 are important for
perceptual filling-in.
J Neurophysiol • VOL
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Conclusions
In the present study, we directly tested the passive remapping hypothesis of filling-in of the blind spot. We obtained
highly reliable measures of cortical distances across the blindspot representation yet found no evidence of passive remapping in retinotopic visual areas V1–V3. The representation of
visual space around the blind spot was virtually identical for
the two eyes, indicating that passive remapping is unlikely to
account for neuronal filling-in of the blind spot in early visual
areas. Instead, our results appear consistent with the predictions of the active completion theory. Future research will be
important for revealing the precise neuronal mechanisms that
mediate perceptual filling-in of the blind spot, and more generally, how the brain represents perceptual experiences in the
absence of direct visual input.
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